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PREFACE: wHY READ THIS BooK?

THE CHAllENgES oF STRATEgY

Developing and executing a winning strategy is probably the big-
gest and most difficult responsibility of business leaders. A win-
ning strategy is a leader’s main lever to motivate and mobilize 
stakeholders to achieve the firm’s overarching objectives, such as 
profit, and people- and planet-related objectives. A winning strat-
egy guides the firm’s employees and external partners to make 
winning (operational) choices, and execute them well.

As a business leader you probably have to deal with 
the digital revolution, other forms of disruptive innova-
tion, as well as hypercompetition and globalization. You live 
in a world of increasingly high levels of volatility, uncer-
tainty, complexity and ambiguity (abbreviated as VUCA).1 
VUCA makes strategy development and execution hard but 
it does not reduce the relevance of strategy. To the contrary, 
your firm keeps its need for a long-term perspective where 
it should go. Strategy is complex because there are so many 
interrelated and interdependent aspects to consider within 
your firm, in its industry and in the broader environment. 
How many strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats  
(or SWOTs) should you analyse? You have to deal with too 
many interdependent moving parts, and you do not yet 
know when, or how fast they will move in what direction. 

1 Acronym of volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity of a  
situation. The term was introduced by the U.S. Army War College. 
(Source: Stiehm, 2002)
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How do you conduct strategic analysis under such chal-
lenging conditions? How do you timely discover, verify 
and quantify the real strategic issues that keep you awake 
at night? How do you synthesize a comprehensive SWOT- 
analysis into strategic options? You know the frameworks for 
generic strategies but how do you design strategies that are cus-
tomized for your firm and its unique and specific issues? In the 
strategic planning literature, strategy development resembles a 
black box. Is strategy development an art? Is a good strategy 
a stroke of genius? Or is it plain luck? How do you actually 
develop the strategic options that will create, strengthen and/or 
renew your firm’s competitive advantages?

Finally, you may ask: How do I get my chosen strategy 
implemented, or executed? There is an extensive literature about 
implementation and change management. But study after study 
shows high rates of failure for strategy implementation. An 
important cause of failure is not, or insufficiently, taking into 
account the stakeholders inside and outside the firm. Therefore, 
the question arises: How should you deal with inactivity, 
resistance, friction and politics of stakeholders? How can you 
convince and mobilize relevant stakeholders to make your 
strategy work?

With an increasingly volatile, uncertain, complex and ambigu-
ous (VUCA hereafter) world, the challenges of strategy develop-
ment and execution are larger than ever before. Because many 
firms struggle with these challenges, you see a lot of bad strat-
egy around you. We all know that conventional strategic plan-
ning cannot deal with present high levels of VUCA. Strategy has, 
therefore, lost some of its appeal. An increasing number of busi-
ness leaders has reverted to a range of management tools, big data 
analytics, and learning through experimenting. These approaches 
can have an important role in strategy but they cannot substi-
tute for strategy. Conventional strategic planning as well as the 
aforementioned approaches struggle with the challenges of VUCA.  
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The question therefore arises: How can you better handle these 
challenges of strategy?

wHo SHoUlD READ THIS BooK?

If you are responsible for, or otherwise involved in, strategy devel-
opment and execution for your firm or a business unit within a 
firm, then this is a book for you. But you may also benefit from 
reading this book if you aspire for such positions. From experience 
you know what strategy development and execution are about 
and you recognize the above-mentioned challenges. Therefore, 
you are interested in a better ‘how to.’ This book provides it.

wHAT IS THIS BooK ABoUT? A BETTER METHoD  
FoR STRATEgY DEVEloPMENT AND  

ExECUTIoN UNDER VUCA

leadership Perspective

This book takes the perspective of business leaders; a chief execu-
tive officer, a managing director, a senior vice-president or a chief 
strategy officer. We focus on the roles and responsibilities of leaders. 
Leaders have support staff and/or external management consultants 
working with them. We assume leaders engage other stakehold-
ers, such as employees, business partners and customers, as well 
in the process because a top-down approach from the board room 
will probably not be effective under VUCA. The strategy process 
will benefit from the insights, ideas and other support of a broad 
set of stakeholders. The subordinates and consultants may do the 
strategy analyses, develop recommendations for strategies and 
support the strategy execution process. But the firm’s leaders need 
to evaluate their analyses and recommendations. It is the leaders  
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who need to make the tough choices between strategic options and 
their trade-offs. Moreover, leaders have to persuade stakeholders 
inside and outside the firm to accept the new strategy and support 
the execution. This book provides a method for supporting leaders 
of firms in these tasks.

Advantages of the Method

This book provides a better method to create and execute a win-
ning strategy under VUCA conditions. We name it the ‘Mapping 
Method’ for strategy development and execution. Mapping refers 
to the use of visual maps in the four intertwined processes of the 
method:

• Engaging employees and other stakeholders within and 
outside your firm in the processes of strategy development 
and execution. The purpose is to mobilize these stakeholders 
in order to get their commitment and support, and to avoid 
the weaknesses of a top-down approach and the problems of 
stakeholder politics.

• Exploring strategic issues. Before you can develop a new 
strategy, you need to thoroughly understand the big issues that 
substantially and structurally affect your firm’s overarching 
performance. This process allows you to develop with your 
stakeholders superior insights in the real strategic issues, while 
avoiding ‘boiling the ocean’ with exhaustive and irrelevant 
analyses.

• Developing strategic options and choosing your strategy. Your 
purpose here is to create winning strategies and avoid the 
black box of strategy development by outlining clear routes  
to strategic options. Again you will engage stakeholders, 
including the most critical ones.
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• Executing your chosen strategy. With this process you want to 
anticipate and prevent the (typical) roadblocks to strategy exe-
cution. We outline how to deconstruct your strategic choices 
in a set of concrete actions to successfully execute your new 
strategy, and also how to learn from execution to improve the 
strategy when needed.

The Mapping Method entails engaging stakeholders, develop-
ing and testing hypotheses (about issues and about strategies) and 
using visual maps to make complicated things simpler. The method 
will outperform conventional strategic planning, among others, 
because of the method’s focus on stakeholder engagement.

By adopting a stakeholder-inclusive approach, allowing for 
‘bottom-up’ and ‘outside-in’ ideas and insights, throughout the 
whole process, from issue exploration to strategy execution, you 
develop better strategies and achieve better execution results.

Another advantage of the Mapping Method is the focus on 
the real strategic issues. Such focus avoids ‘boiling the ocean’ and 
enhances the odds of generating valuable and exclusive insights as 
a sound basis for strategy development.

A third advantage of the method is the clarification of three 
alternative routes for developing strategic options: creative think-
ing as well as inductive and deductive reasoning.

Fourth, in this method, attention to execution does not start after 
strategy development but already begins with issue exploration.

We acknowledge the value of agility, simple rules and learning 
through probing and experimenting under high levels of VUCA. 
The Mapping Method offers a smart way to experiment and learn 
through the use of issue hypotheses and strategy hypotheses. The 
method treats strategies as hypotheses and tests them before exe-
cution, thereby reducing the odds of errors and costly failure. We 
acknowledge that strategy execution is the real test of a strategy 
hypothesis, and we acknowledge that strategies may not survive 
the confrontation with a VUCA reality. Therefore we incorporate 
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learning from strategy execution to adapt strategies, or even develop 
new ones, if unforeseen circumstances require it. The Mapping 
Method is an integrated approach to strategy development and  
execution because we recognize that strategy development and exe-
cution are intertwined processes.

Building on Proven Successful Best Practices

The Mapping Method builds on best practices in strategy. We 
owe a great deal to the work of leading strategic thinkers such as 
D’Aveni, Christensen, Courtney, Eisenhardt, Kotter, Kim, Liedtka, 
Martin, Mauborgne, Mintzberg, O’Reilly, Porter, Rumelt, Sull, 
Takeuchi, Teece, Tushman, Van den Steen and Zenger. In par-
ticular, we build on the valuable ‘structured problem solving’ 
method as successfully introduced in management consultancy 
by McKinsey & Company,2 and which in its turn builds on the 
scientific method (among others, hypothesis development and 
testing). But we extent this structured problem-solving method 
in several ways:

 • We make the problem-solving method easier to use for strate-
gists outside top-tier consultancy firms who lack access to 
such firms’ huge knowledge bases (resulting from research and 
client work).

 • We translate the problem-solving method from business 
problems in general to strategic problems as well as strategic 
opportunities.

2 We solely rely on publicly accessible sources of information about the 
‘McKinsey’-structured problem-solving method. Among others, this 
method has been extensively described in valuable publications by sev-
eral former employees of McKinsey & Company, such as Minto, Rasiel, 
Friga, Cheng and Hattori.
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 • We extend the problem-solving method from solving present 
problems to anticipating future ones.

 • We codify and clarify three routes for problem solving.

We would like to emphasize that business leaders who have 
the Mapping Method at their disposal may have good reasons to 
work with strategy consultants. We acknowledge the knowledge 
and skills of these consultants. Moreover, the Mapping Method 
does not exclude working with consultants.

wHAT DoES THE BooK looK lIKE?

The book follows a logical structure:

(1) Chapter 1 gives you an idea of what the Mapping Method is. 
We briefly talk you through the method and illustrate it with 
a case story about a producer of smartphones facing increas-
ingly tough competition.

(2) Chapters 2–5 lay out the Mapping Method for (relatively) 
simple situations. We show how to use the method to effec-
tively and efficiently address present and pressing strategic 
issues. We outline step by step the four processes of the 
Mapping Method: engaging stakeholders; exploring strate-
gic issues; developing strategic options; and executing new 
strategies. Again, we illustrate the method with a case story, 
this time about an Internet firm developing ‘smartglasses’ to 
disrupt the smartphone industry.

(3) Chapter 6 considers complex situations. We show how to 
use the method to effectively and efficiently anticipate future 
strategic issues. Again we talk you through the process and 
provide a case story, now about a premium car maker antici-
pating the disruptive future of the car industry.
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(4) Chapter 7 discusses the implications of the Mapping Method 
for the strategy process of your firm, and we also suggest 
practical ways to ‘get started.’

The appendix offers templates that may give you a jump start.  
We also provide some background information about the main 
techniques used in the method.

Each chapter is structured into three parts. We start with an 
introduction, which states the objectives of the chapter and pro-
vides a brief overview of the content. Second, we provide the con-
tent of the Mapping Method and illustrate it with a case story. 
Third, we wrap it up with a conclusion that comprises a summary 
and the key takeaways of the chapter.

To manage your expectations, we may have to warn you. Our 
book is probably not as much fun to read as some of the popular 
‘airport books.’ It is not a feel-good book filled with anecdotal sto-
ries about the world’s most admired corporations or other ‘usual 
suspects.’ Our book will not present a deceptively simple success 
formula that may give you a good feeling while reading but which 
causes frustration when you try to apply it in your practice. This 
book may require quite an investment of your time and effort but 
we are convinced that the return on your investment will make it 
more than worthwhile.
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